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IT’S A BOY! 
MASAI GIRAFFE CALF BORN MARCH 26  

AT SANTA BARBARA ZOO  

 Male calf is 6’6” and 191 pounds
 No name for calf, yet
 Audrey Gave Birth to Calf at 9:28 p.m. Saturday in Giraffe Barn
 Date for public viewing still T.B.D.
 Zoo’s Other Female Giraffe Betty Lou Also Pregnant; Due in July 2016
 Public Can Celebrate the Birth by Becoming Giraffe Foster Feeders

CALF AND MOTHER NOT ON VIEW TO THE PUBLIC. NO PRESS PHOTOGRAPHY 
ALLOWED AT THIS TIME. FOR IMAGES AND VIDEO, CONTACT  

DEAN NOBLE AT 962-5339X116 OR DNOBLE@SBZOO.ORG 

(Santa Barbara, CA, [March 26, 2016]) – The Santa Barbara Zoo’s Masai giraffe Audrey has given birth to 

a calf, and the two are currently bonding, off view to the public, in the Giraffe Barn. Audrey, aged 

eight, gave birth to the calf on March 26 at 9:28 p.m. in the Zoo’s Giraffe Barn after approximately five 

hours of labor.  

Per today’s exam by the Santa Barbara Zoo Animal Care team, the male calf stands six-feet-six-

inches-tall and weighs 191 pounds.  According the Santa Barbara Zoo’s Director of Animal Programs, 

Sheri Horiszny, giraffe calves are born after a gestation of roughly 14.5 months and are typically 125-

150 pounds and six feet tall at birth. They will grow about three feet during the first year of life.  

Horiszny is also the Program Leader for the Association of Zoos and Aquariums Masai Giraffe Species 

Survival Program. 

Audrey and the newborn calf are not on view to the public or available to media.  The calf has 

not been named, yet. Audrey is sponsored by the Dreier Family. 

Support the Herd  



 The public can help the Zoo welcome this long-necked arrival by becoming a Foster Feeder 

sponsor of the giraffe calf.  A donation of $50 helps with the cost of feeding the growing giraffe family. 

New giraffe Foster Feeders receive a baby photo of the calf along with a certificate, giraffe fact sheet, 

and recognition on the Zoo’s Foster Feeder board. For information, visit www.sbzoo.org.  

# # # 

 

Known as one of the world’s most beautiful zoos, the Santa Barbara Zoo is located on 30 acres of 
botanic gardens and is home to nearly 500 individual animals in open, naturalistic habitats. It is 

accredited by the Association of Zoos & Aquariums (AZA), representing the highest level of animal 
care, and participates in AZA endangered species programs for Asian elephant, California condor, 

Channel Island fox, and Western lowland gorilla, among others.  
 

A private nonprofit corporation, the Santa Barbara Zoo depends on community support,  
not tax dollars, for operations and improvements.   

 
The Zoo is open daily from 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.; general admission is $17 for adults,  

$13 for seniors aged 65+, $10 for children 2-12, and children under 2 are free. Parking is $7.  
Visit www.sbzoo.org. 

 




